Nilfisk HPW has the Solutions for All Your Cleaning Needs:  
Learn more about cleaning and sanitizing equipment at IPPE 2020

Fort Pierce, Florida – January 13, 2020. If you’re looking for a line of high pressure washers, industrial vacuums or floor care machines specifically designed to clean and sanitize your equipment in the feed, meat and poultry industries, IPPE 2020 in Atlanta, GA is your go-to event from January 28-30.

While you attend, visit Nilfisk ISSA booth #7475 to preview our complete line of high pressure washers to keep your facility clean and sanitized.

Here’s a preview of what Nilfisk believes is “Better Cleaning” for your facility:

- **Advenger X2805D-C Rider Floor Scrubber** is easy-to-operate and is highly maneuverable available in three unique models — disc, cylindrical and our patented REV™ Technology — to meet any cleaning challenge and comes equipped with the green-cleaning EcoFlex™ System, to save you money on water and detergent while maximizing your runtime.

- **ATTIX 19 AE Flood Sucker** separates solids into a stainless-steel basket inside the canister while liquids are simultaneously discharged through a fire hose. The
powerful discharge pump expels water up to 30 feet vertically and 15 feet horizontally. It can be operated in three modes — vacuum only, pump only, or vacuum and pump. Where ordinary sump pumps leave up to 1.5 inches of liquid on the ground, the Flood Sucker completely removes liquids, leaving a dry surface behind.

- **Nilfisk MH 5M** hot water pressure washer is a workhorse for cleaning direct food contact surfaces, from mixers to conveyors used in RTE food manufacturing facilities. To further protect the quality of the end-product as it goes out the door, high pressure washers are also commonly used to clean loading docks and delivery trucks.

Nilfisk experts will be available at booth #7475 to discuss specific applications and sanitizing challenges.

For more information on Nilfisk HPW – High Pressure Washers, please visit [http://www.nilfiskhpw.com](http://www.nilfiskhpw.com).
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